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And i think swain can push mid easy without being scared of ganks duo to a stun/ slow always ready.. When i see an enemy
malzahar i always know its gonne be easy ganks on him Hextech Flashtraption While Flash is on cooldown it is replaced by
Hexflash.. Little do they know, this only helps Malzahar in shepherding the coming of the end.

1. malzahar does no damage
2. does cleanse work on malzahar ult
3. what lane does malzahar play

Call of the Void Malzahar opens up two portals to the Void They also apply the single target healing from Gunblade, giving this
build very good sustain, in both health and mana.. I prefer swain since malzahar's main dmg (ulti + null zone) can be stopped by
one stun from any1 in the fight.

malzahar does no damage

malzahar does no damage, does cleanse remove malzahar ult, does cleanse work on malzahar ult, does mikaels work on
malzahar ult, what lane does malzahar play, does malzahar scale, who does malzahar counter, does morello work on malzahar
tft, does jeweled gauntlet work on malzahar, does malzahar passive stack with banshee's, does malzahar e stack, does malzahar
counter yasuo, does malzahar counter zed, does malzahar e stack conqueror, does malzahar counter yi, does malzahar jungle 
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